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SALUS introduces onsite homeowner support  

As part of its ongoing commitment to customer service, SALUS has introduced a new and 

dedicated team of engineers to offer onsite support to homeowners for its range of advanced 

thermostats such as the iT500 - the company’s pioneering range of internet-enabled heating 

controls. Representing a substantial investment, this latest development is unrivalled in the 

marketplace and underscores the company’s drive to lead the market with a superior 

product and service offering. 

 

The new team of engineers has completed an intensive programme of training and 

development across the company’s expansive portfolio, and this latest service is extended to 

those homeowners across the UK who may need added support and education on the use 

and set-up of their heating controls. 

 

Dean Jepson, European Managing Director at SALUS explains: “We believe that a 

dedicated in-the-field after care and service function offers superior benefits. Not only does it 

provide homeowners and installers with support and reassurance, it serves to strengthen the 

appeal of the SALUS brand and sets it apart from others. 
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“Whilst SALUS controls are already widely revered by H&V installers for their superior 

design, ease of installation and energy saving features, we are never ones to rest on our 

laurels. Our new service offering firmly demonstrates our commitment to the homeowner 

and the future of internet-enabled heating controls,” adds Dean.   

This latest move comes in the wake of the company’s successful launch of the market’s first 

ever internet-enabled thermostats that have taken home heating control to a new level. 

Developed in response to industry demand, these products have already surpassed all 

expectations, and have raised the bar for the remote control of hot water and heating.  

For further information on SALUS’ range of heating controls, visit www.salus-tech.com or 

contact 01226 323961. You can also follow SALUS on Facebook 

www.facebook.com/salus.controlsplc and Twitter https://twitter.com/SALUS_Controls  
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